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 TQ General Meeting 14.05.2018 
Date & Time:   14.05.2018 18:00 h 

Venue:  General Meeting 

Present Board:   Melis Gültekin, Mélissa Zacharis, Andreas Müller, Arianna Menghini, Lisa 
Felsenstein 

Absent Board:  Diren Topak, Renato Bellotti, Daria Vdovenko 

Present Team:   Annina Moser, Kadir Akin 

Absent Team:  Jan Kartenbender, Tatjana Anicic, Robin Wolf 

Present Guests:   Martin Zellner 

Absent Guests:  - 

Session Chair:  Arianna Menghini 

Recorder:   Lisa Felsenstein, Andreas Müller 

Fat = was spoken about in the meeting;  

non-fat = will be discussed in the next meeting 

(30 min) Presidium  
Next Meeting:  

● We should do one before the summer holidays 
● Preferred on Monday, 4th of June 

MR Update:  
● Budget, we show the bill to them 
● We should have less money and thus give the mo3ney to the students 
● We should make more events, but not make the courses cheaper (We 

can see in the protocol, what is important when we have it) 

Team Event 
03.06.18 → Limmatböötle, and when there is bad weather, then on the 10.06.18  
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(20 min) Dance Admin  
Summer Workshop:  

● Many Workshops 
● Dance Evening 

Training time during Noon:  
● We want to it, but not on friday noon, also not on mondays, we have to 

find a room for it, and a teacher who can give advice 
Refund SaCu case:  

● Pretty much trouble…  
● We just leave it as it is and leave it with the voucher.  

(0 min) Communication  

(20 min) Events  
SIlbando Request:  

● Hannes is the owner of Silbando, he was really overwhelmed, we should 
do it more often, but he wants to charge for it, we should talk about it 
with him, but he wants to gain money with our people → Inviting him 
would be good to discuss the issues, ask with for a meeting, ask him for 
a presentation, Lisa does the talking 

Summerbar:  
● There will be helpers in need  

UZH Mitarbeitendenfest - VAUZ: 
● They want a dance show → If someone has to it, then they will have the 

responsibility for it, so Melissa will forward a mail for the teachers, and if 
no one is interested, then we will not do it and Melissa will say that 

Spring Ball - 10th Anniversary  
● There is need for helpers 
● Werbebanner and more advertising 

Cubaliente:  
● About 10 people were there from TQ, and it was cool, we want to do it 

again, but it has to be better organized 
Social Dance Evening  
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● They do it every year, but there is not communicated, they have Raum 
der Stille usually, this was reserved, but we will maybe not put it on the 
website due to space  

(10 min) IT   

(20 min) Internal Affairs  
TQ-Giveaway  

● Chewing gum : “Beim Tanzen kommt man sich näher als man denkt” 
● Turnbeutel in red with the TQ Logo, 30x40 
● Special giveaway 

Evaluation from late 2016 (!):  
● Helpers: 

○ No time for helping or did not know one could help 
○ Training-Event/-Workshops for the helpers would be welcome -> 

Training-Event for TQ-Members who then can teach them or large 
Helper-Workshop 

○ Decide next time 
● Events: 

○ Mostly fine 
○ Cuban Night/Salsa Events -> We need more people to do that! 
○ More “Freies Tanzen” (Maybe separate Salsa/Social, since there are 

complains about too much/too less Salsa or the Salsa music played) since 
not all can come on Monday 

○ More Crash-Courses 
○ Specific Social-Courses (like SaCu, SaPu and Bachata) 
○ More dance Styles 
○ Repetition Courses -> Standardisation of Social Courses needed 
○ Mix up Salsa/Bachata/Kizomba to Latin Course up 
○ Lift and Tricks which is now done 
○ Most other stuff is fixed 

● Courses: 
○ Say when the Courses are up before they go up -> Same chance for all 
○ Guest in another Course as a replacement for one missed Course -> They are 

cheap and what is with only one course per periode -> No 
● Advertisement: 

○ 30 % heard from TQ from a friend -> Bounty? 
● Why us? 
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○ Lots of good stuff -> Noise! 
● Comments 

○ See Lisa 

Lisa leaves in December → successor searching for board 
member 
Replacement needed, but not as urgent -> Don’t Forget 

SUISA: 
We have a contract, but we have to talk about it with the VSETH 
Aninna will look with VSETH -> To expensive 
Don’t miss the payment since it is very expensive 

(0 min) Varia 
Events should not be called party at ETH since parties are not allowed at some 
places -> Party-Story in the GEP  
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